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Details of Visit:

Author: Max Gentle
Location 2: St. James
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 9 Sep 2011 18:15
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Soft Touch Bodyworks
Website: http://www.soft-touch.co.uk
Phone: 01604752390

The Premises:

Soft Touch is a well-known massage establishment but it was my first time here. Going to the
postcode location shown on Google Maps, I parked in front of the commercial units - Autoglass,
Magnet, etc - and phoned for final directions: it was nearby. The receptionist showed me the menu,
I chose the service I wanted and paid, then she called the ladies to come out and say hello. After
they had discreetly left the reception area, I chose Rachel and she came to take me through into the
room.
The room contained a massage couch and a large wet area with a shower unit but nowhere obvious
to put my clothes! (Rachel later pointed out the hook on the back of the door.) All neat and tidy,
perfectly adequate for the job. There were plenty of clean towels.

The Lady:

Rachel's about 20, 5'6" or so, long black hair and a slightly Goth-style look. She's well-spoken and
articulate; definitely attractive with shapely long legs and lovely, well-defined boobs. 

The Story:

I'd opted for the one hour soap suds massage - something I'd wanted to try for some time! Rachel
asked me to take a shower and then left the room; after the shower, I undressed and lay down on
the massage couch. Rachel returned and gave me some reasonably good massage with oil on my
back and legs for about 10-15 minutes. (I'm a qualified masseur so I tend to be a bit critical of
'masseuses' who actually can't cut the mustard but Rachel did OK!) A turn over and a few minutes
more massage on my front, not really getting to grips with my swelling cock but gentle and sensual.
Next, we moved to the shower area and Rachel helped to wash off the oil before laying down the
inflatable mattress for me. I lay and she massaged my back with her body and a soap suds mixture;
again, a turn over and more of the same on the front. I was enjoying this and getting aroused but
after a few minutes, it was time to get up, rinse off and return to the massage couch for the final HR.
Rachel performed the HR in a gentle and sensual way but it was simply a physical action: no
pretence of animal passion or great personal attraction. I've encountered masseuses who try to give
you the full-on porn-star spiel, which I don't like. Rachel isn't playing that game, she knows what to
do to make a man cum and she does it well but that's it - you get what you pay for, no more, no
less.
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We chatted - well, mostly she listened politely to me talking - and we got on well, given that this was
a one-hour appointment in a massage parlour. I'd be happy to do it all again with Rachel - maybe
next time, I'll try the nuru massage.
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